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1. FROM THE SECRETARY 
Henry Lawrence 

 
Another edition of our newsletter with interesting and informative articles. Please take the time to read 
them as they will enhance your understanding of your role as Aviation Rescue Fire Fighters and the reasons 
your Union is always striving to improve health and safety on the job for you. 
 
The Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport Legislation Committee 
Your Union has been invited to make a submission to the Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport 
Legislation Committee and will be doing so. The Committee is interested in hearing about the affect the 
axing of in excess of 900 jobs under the Accelerate program and the impact on aviation security and safety. 
The committee is particularly interested in ascertaining what impact the workforce reductions may have on 
Airservices traffic control and aviation rescue firefighting operations. 

 
 The Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport Legislation Committee (committee) has the power to 
inquire into the performance of departments and agencies allocated to it. Airservices Australia (Airservices) 
is one of the agencies allocated to the committee. As part of its oversight of Airservices, the committee is 
considering the impact of the recent announcement that Airservices would cut 900 jobs from its current 
workforce as part of the Accelerate program. 
 
Our submission has to be submitted by COB 15th December so if you have anything you think should be 
included in our submission please send your thoughts/suggestions to the Branch Secretary at 
branchsecretary@ufuav.asn.au by COB on December 12. 
 
The Branch President and I have been visiting stations in recent weeks and it is obvious that bullying and 
harassment are thriving in Airservices/ARFF. It seems to be the preferred management style. We will be 
including articles in future editions of your newsletter so you know what it is and your rights if you are 
bullied and harassed. You do have rights and do not have to tolerate it. Two examples that we are aware of 
are a Fire Commander making a crew member aware that he is keeping file notes on each member of his 
crew for future use against individuals if he deems it necessary and secondly, members nervous about asking 
for replacement clothing for fear of abuse by their FSM. This sort of thing is just not on and members need 
to be aware that the best way for this to be stopped is for all members to stand united together and report 
the matter to the Union. Bullies only get away with it as long as they are allowed to. Your Union is here 
ready to stand with you to stamp out bullying and harassment out whenever and wherever it occurs.  
 
The message seems to take a long time to get through sometimes. Apparently there is still a view among 
some managers in ARFF that they have the right to select, train and appoint HSRs. This is so wrong. The last 
item in this newsletter details the correct position in accordance with WHS legislation. Let’s hope this is the 
last time we have to resort to training Airservices in the correct application of the legislation as it relates to 
the eletion of HSRs. 
 
Remember there is STRENGTH IN UNITY 
 
 
 
 

mailto:branchsecretary@ufuav.asn.au
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2. UFU LESSONS LEARNED NUMBER 3 

 

UFU Lessons Learned 

 
 
 
British Airways 
B777-200 (BA038)  
Jan 17, 2008 (12:42hrs)  
Heathrow London UK 
Crew on board: 16 
Pax on board: 136 
Total fatalities: 0 
On approach to Heathrow 
At 720ft AGL Aircraft lost power to both engines, landed 300m short RNWY 27L, undercarriage collapsed, 
both engines badly damaged 
49 passengers & crew injured 
Fuel spills and oxygen leaks presented significant fire risk, Ice had formed in the fuel system from water 
naturally occurring in the fuel. 
 
Accreted Ice had released from the system causing a blockage in the fuel oil heat exchanger (FOHE) 
Systems were all compliant with the current regulations the risk of fuel icing blocking the FOHE had just not 
yet been identified as a risk.  
 
Significant findings for ARFFS 
The Cabin crew were not briefed of the situation before the crash. (12:42) there was no ‘Brace-Brace’ 
message given. 
 
Some passengers immediately stood up to evacuate and were told to get back in their seats by cabin crew. 
(51 secs delay approx.) 
 
Delay due to pilot initially using the VHF radio instead for evacuation call, then the PA announcement was 
made: ‘Emergency: Evacuate-Evacuate’. 
 
Doors opened (12:42:51) Slides were in use from (12:43:07) All clear of the fuselage given at (12:45:11) 
Some passengers took personal items with them as they evacuated, one man actually climbed back up the 
(4L) slide to retrieve his belongings, when he saw others outside with theirs. 
 
ARFFS response time was 1 min 43 secs.  
 
There was no fire, but fuel was seen spilling from the hot engines, and oxygen was heard to be leaking from 
the oxygen cylinders. Spar valves providing fuel to the engines remained open (> 6750L leak)  
This caused fuel to leak out into the hot engines to create a severe fire risk and the Airport Fire Service (AFS) 
deployed foam and water media, in stages.   
 
As the right centre fuel tank was ruptured, the AFS also pumped foam directly into the opening to reduce 
the risk of fire from residual fuel in the tank.  Spar valves had to be closed manually. 
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In total 300,000 litres of water and 17,000 litres of Film-Forming Flouro Protein (FFFP) foam were used. 
There was one serious injury: a passenger seated in seat 30K sustained a fracture of his right leg caused by 
the displacement of the right main landing gear.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thirty-four of the passengers reported minor injuries, principally to their neck or back.   
 
Twelve of the 13 cabin crew members (CCMs) suffered minor injuries, again, principally to their back or 
neck.  Of these, eight reported that they were still suffering various degrees of discomfort 18 months later. 
 
So what do UFU Members learn from this: 

1. Category 9 aircraft in Australia may be covered by 2+6 crewing thanks to remission. 
 
2. Heathrow ARFF/AFS are acknowledged as world class operators and they used more than 12 times 

the amount of agent we carry for category 9, and it wasn’t even on fire. 
 

3. 12 of the 13 cabin crew who we rely on heavily to assist with the evacuation and control of the 
evacuees were injured it states minor but then discredits that by stating 18 months later there were 
still effects of their injuries present. 

 
4. 2+6 to manage a category 9 aircraft with multiple risks and assist 49 injured persons and control a 

total of 152 pob wandering around the movement area and fireground. 
 

5. A perfectly good, well maintained aircraft, flown by top grade pilots for a top of the line airline 
company, flying into a state of the art airport, crashes due to a technical fault that was not picked up 
in the design by a world class manufacturer Boeing. 

 
6. UFU members would do well to remember these facts when Airservices tries to slip things like it’s a 

safe aircraft into operational risk assessments.  
 

7. Remember if you let them put rubbish in a risk assessment then it’s only going to be rubbish coming 
out. 

 
8. Do you know what a spar valve is? 
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9. Do you know how to shut one off? 
 

10. Do you have an engineer coming to your AEP’s and detailed to attend the FCP in a real incident? 
 
11. In some of our remote areas that engineering person is probably an imaginary friend. 

 
12. What’s your plan B? 

 
13. Have you timed how long it takes to fill your Mk8? (@30lps 4.9 mins in theory, 8 mins in reality) Plus 

your travel time, in this case 11 to 12 trips. 
 

14. Good luck out there. 
 

UFU-Strength in Unity 
 

3 TRA FOLLOW UP 

In our previous newsletter we alerted members to the requirements of having safe and effective staffing 
levels determined by a valid Task Resource Analysis conducted by experts from operations. This process 
needs to be transparent and consultative and use best practice standards from Australian and International 
ARFF providers. The UFU’s efforts to ensure this occurs with ARFF in Australia has been recently called scare 
tactics by Minister Darren Chester and a copy of the reply to our concerns from CASA is also attached to this 
Newsletter.  
 
The need for proper planning using the TRA methodology is discussed in detail by Chief Fire Officer (ret) Jack 
Kreckie a 32 year ARFF service veteran and internationally acknowledged expert in ARFF Operations. 
 
http://www.apssafety.net/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/AchievingARFFinaChallengingEconomyPar2.pd
f 
 
Jack makes the same points that the UFU has been trying to make with Airservices, the Minister and CASA 
unsuccessfully for some months now:  

ARFF crews understand that, regardless of the minimum requirements suggested by regulation or 
consensus standards, they may be called upon to make entry for rescue and interior firefighting. The 
survival of the occupants of the aircraft depends upon ARFF to do just that.  
 
There is a level of expectation around the world that if an accident occurs or a fire breaks out, the 
ARFF crew will respond and be prepared, equipped and trained to do whatever it takes to ensure 
that passengers are safe. Safety and survival should not be based on a ‘minimum standard.’ It 
should be based on a realistic task analysis of the specific needs, conditions and capabilities of any 
airport conducting flight operations, regardless of whether the aircraft is an air carrier or freighter.  
 

The UFU will send a copy of these documents to all Ministers and Senators with public email access. 

 

http://www.apssafety.net/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/AchievingARFFinaChallengingEconomyPar2.pdf
http://www.apssafety.net/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/AchievingARFFinaChallengingEconomyPar2.pdf
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4 CABA SAFETY ISSUES 

Those of you who read our first lessons learned article were probably intrigued about the lessons of 
managing staff heat stress and how eight ARFF firefighters in Dubai ended up being taken to medical centres 
or hospitals for treatment. If you need any further proof of the inherent dangers of working in PPE at a fire 
scene, talk to our Darwin ARFF members that attended the Brasilia crash and ask how they fared.  
 
The UFU Aviation branch has raised several concerns with management regarding the safety and 
rehabilitation of our staff when operating in CABA. It’s no secret that the UFU have very grave concerns with 
the practice of Hot Swapping cylinders and these concerns are both operational effectiveness and WHS 
driven. We are currently conducting a detailed study into how other services manage these risks. In 
particular safety officers, Entry Control Officers (ECO), sometimes referred to as BACO’s in other services, 
rehabilitation between wears and Rapid Intervention Teams/Crews (RIT or RIC). 
 
NFPA 1548 sets the standards in the US for firefighter rehab during incidents and training exercises. So this is 
worth a read but the UK Communities and Local Government department have produced a very detailed 
study as well: Core Temperature, Recovery and Re-deployment during a Firefighting, Search and Rescue 
Scenario. Fire Research Technical Report 18/2008. James Carter PhD, David Wilkinson PhD, Victoria 
Richmond MSc, Sam Blacker BSc, Mark Rayson PhD from Optimal Performance Limited delivered this report 
in December 2008.  
 
4.1 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the findings from this study, the following recommendations are made to optimise recovery 
between deployment bouts, to prolong work duration, and to maximise performance and health and safety.  
 
1. For search and rescue activities conducted under thermo-neutral ambient conditions and continued to 

the operation of the low cylinder pressure warning whistle, the average firefighter should have at least 
23 minutes of recovery, ideally, but not necessarily in a cool environment, with their PPE removed, and 
to consume a minimum of 500 ml cold water. This recovery duration should be extended to at least 28 
min to prevent 95% of firefighters from reaching a core temperature of 39°C on more typical 20 min 
deployments and redeployments, thereby protecting the majority of firefighters during most 
deployments.  
 

2. For firefighting, search and rescue activities conducted under conditions of live fire and continued to the 
operation of the low cylinder pressure warning whistle, the average firefighter should have at least 50 
minutes of recovery, ideally, but not necessarily in a cool environment, with their PPE removed, and to 
consume a minimum of 1000 ml cold water. This recovery duration should be extended to at least 65 
min to protect 95% of firefighters engaged in more typical 20 min deployments and redeployments.  

 
3. Given that some firefighters exceeded a core temperature of 39.0°C during a single wear of an SDBA 

(Standard Duration BA) under both ambient and live fire conditions, the wearing of personal core 
temperature monitors is recommended to allow their withdrawal before critical core temperatures are 
reached. 

 
4. Simple cooling strategies should be reinforced in firefighters to optimise the cooling process during 

recovery. These include the complete removal of outer PPE at the earliest opportunity, relocation to a 
cool, shaded place ideally with air movement, the consumption of reasonable volumes of cool fluid, and 
potentially the use of other active cooling strategies such as forearm cooling. 
Studies like these, stress the importance of rehabilitation between CABA wears when operating even in 
normal ambient temperatures. Also the majority of fire services here and internationally apply the rest, 
rehydrate and rehab policy between cylinders and most enforce no more than 2 cylinders per firefighter 
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per day. So it’s hard for the UFU not to be concerned both with the dangerous practice of hot swapping 
cylinders and the lack of staff to provide even basic safety functions like dedicated ECO’s, Safety Officers, 
RIT’s and min 2 in 2 out given that at our ARFF Cat 6 locations that is your entire crewing. 
 
To assist your understanding of what your Union has been doing on this issue and what we are dealing 
with from ARFF, following are copies of correspondence pertinent to this issue. 
 

 
 Box 8 TLC Building  
16 Peel Street  
South Brisbane QId 4101  
Ph: 07 3846 5580/Fax: 07 3844 8026  
Email: ufuavat1@bigpond.com.au  
www.ufuav.asn.au  
ABN 96 533 521 914  
 

1 July 2016  
Stephen Jenkins-Flint  
Employee Relations Lawyer  
Email: employeerelations@airservicesaustralia.com  
 
Establishment of Health and Safety Committee, CABA Fire Ground Safety  
 
Dear Stephen, I refer to your letter sent on behalf of Airservices dated 20 June 2016.  
 
Improving CABA safety  
 
Post Implementation Review (PIR) of operational training workshops.  
My understanding is that there was no HSR or worker representation involved with any of the safety work undertaken 
during this review and as a result its creation may not be in line with WHS consultation requirements.  
Can you please detail for me the process Airservices has undertaken to investigate and review CABA procedures and 
identify the HSR’s who were involved in that investigation?  
 
Avenues for HSR’s to contribute to improving CABA safety  
You refer to the local Melbourne Health and Safety Committee and the National Health and Safety Committee as the 
relevant committees to which employees including myself and other ARFF HSR’s may raise concerns. Both the 
Melbourne and National HSC’s consist of representatives from multiple business groups that exist within the Airservices 
business structure, each possessing different and specific health and safety requirements; furthermore, these 
representatives are selected by the PCBU. In my opinion this arrangement does not allow for ARFF specific health and 
safety issues to be adequately addressed and for its workers to be effectively represented. The WHS Act’s intention for 
HSC’s is to allow HSR’s to be involved in the management of WHS across an entire workforce, in this instance the entire 
ARFF workforce. ARFF consists of 27 operational work locations, accordingly the WHS Act allows for more than one or 
two HSR’s to be a member of a HSC and, most importantly, it is up to the HSR’s, not the PCBU, to determine who will fill 
the available positions. This very point is recognised by the NHSC’s own Terms of Reference. An ARFF HSC should provide 
fair and effective workplace representation, consultation, co-operation and issue resolution in relation to workplace 
health and safety.  
 
I am well aware of Airservices WHS Hazard and Incident reporting process, as are the members of my working group 
and the members of my Union. This has been clearly demonstrated by the 12 heat stress related CIRRUS entries since 
September 2013, 8 of which involved the use of CABA. Ensuring that work health and safety issues are properly 
considered by Airservices management requires management to create and support mechanisms that allow and 
encourage genuine consultation with its workers, the ability to report occurrences is not in question here.  
 
 
 
Distinguishing roles of HSRs and the UFU  
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As elected HSR’s, my colleges and I are free to choose when and if we initiate any of our legislative rights, regardless of 
our Union affiliation. My letter was sent to Glenn in my capacity as a HSR and this point was very clearly articulated; ”in 
my capacity as Adelaide HSR I officially request ...”. I understand that the UFUA does not have the rights of a HSR and 
for the sake of absolute clarity, the UFUA did not ask for the establishment of a HSC. The WHS Act recognises and 
encourages HSR’s and Unions to take a constructive role in promoting improvements in work health and safety 
practices. In either case, my working group and/or my members have installed me to represent them on matters 
concerning their WHS. If my or my colleagues’ affiliation with the UFUA is something with which Airservices takes issue, 
can I suggest that Airservices take it up with the regulator. 
 
Future roles of HSR’s  
I am very glad to be informed that; “ARFF senior management is likely to assess the way it has dealt with HSR’s and 
explore new ways of engaging so that Airservices may better draw on HSRs’ knowledge and suggestions”. The 
establishment of an ARFF HSC would suit this desire perfectly. Accordingly, I will be making representation on its 
establishment to the relevant person.  
 
Regards,  
Wes Garrett  
HSR Adelaide  
National WHS Coordinator UFUA - Aviation Branch. 
 
 

 
 People and Culture GPO Box 367  
Canberra ACT 2601  
t: 02 6268 4649 f: 02 6268 5694  
www.airservicesaustralia.com  
ABN 59 698 720 886  
 

20 June 2016  
 
Mr Wes Garrett  
WHS Coordinator  
United Firefighters’ Union, Aviation Branch  
By email: ufuavat1@bigpond.com.au  
 
Dear Wes  
Your request to establish a CABA health and safety committee  
I refer to your letter dated 7 June 2016 in relation CABA fire ground safety. Airservices responds as follows.  
 
Improving CABA safety  
Airservices is well aware of the UFU’s concerns regarding CABA procedures. These concerns were discussed 
in detail at a meeting involving a number of UFU representatives and senior Airservices’ managers on 20 
April 2016. Airservices takes all safety concerns seriously and, as advised during the meeting on 20 April and 
further again during a meeting with the UFU Executive on 2 June 2016, had already commenced a review of 
CABA operations based areas for improvement identified through a Post Implementation Review (PIR) of 
operational training workshops. As part of this review, Airservices has investigated the concerns raised by 
the UFU.  
 
While Airservices’ deemed that there was no unacceptable danger posed by existing CABA procedures that 
required immediate changes, Airservices is investigating those procedures by identifying hazards and seeking 
improvement. When this safety work, which involves Health and Safety Representatives (HSRs), is 
completed, Airservices will provide the UFU with all of the information it seeks and would be happy to meet 
again to discuss the outcomes of the safety work.  
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Avenues for HSRs to contribute to improving CABA safety  
Existing health and safety committees exist to receive and act on employees’ concerns with the respect to 
CABA safety. Specifically, the Local Melbourne Health and Safety Committee, chaired by Andrew McKay, and 
the National Health and Safety Committee, coordinated by Adam Hardy, are the relevant committees to 
which employees, including HSRs, may raise concerns. We encourage you to engage with these committees. 
Airservices does not believe there will be significant benefit in establishing a new single-purpose CABA 
committee.  
Aside from raising concerns with the existing health and safety committees, Airservices has an established 
WHS Hazard and Incident reporting process which is documented in AA-PROC-SAF-0011, to assist 
employees, including HSRs, to raise safety concerns in a formal manner and to ensure they are properly 
considered by Airservices’ management. We encourage all HSRs and employees to engage with that process. 
 
Distinguishing roles of HSRs and the UFU  
We note that your letter is sent in your capacity with the UFU. However, you rely on the legislative rights of 
HSRs in asking Airservices to engage in certain conduct.  
 
We remind the UFU that it does not have the rights of an HSR. While there is certainly nothing stopping a 
person being both a UFU coordinator and an HSR, we ask that when you exercise your rights as an HSR, you 
do not do so in your UFU capacity. While Airservices will engage with the UFU with respect to safety matters, 
this does not give the UFU the rights of an HSR.  
 
Future roles of HSRs  
As you would be aware, Airservices is significantly restructuring its management, including the management 
of ARFF. A new operating model will commence on 1 July 2016. From this date, ARFF senior management is 
likely to assess the way it has dealt with HSRs and explore new ways of engaging so that Airservices may 
better draw on HSRs’ knowledge and suggestions.  
 
Kind regards  
Stephen Jenkins-Flint  
Employee Relations, Airservices 

 
Stay tuned for our detailed investigation report into these issues. 
 
UFU-Strength in Unity 
 

5. PFOS/PFOA 
Your Union is continuing to pursue Airservices on this issue and sent the following letter to the Minister for 
Infrastructure and Transport on 30th November. 
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United Firefighters’ Union of Australia Aviation Branch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
30th November 2016 
 
The Honourable Darren Chester MHR 
Minister for Infrastructure and Transport 
darren.chester.mp@aph.gov.au 
 
 
Dear Minister 
 
I am writing to you to request your assistance in assisting our members who were exposed to 
Perfluoroalkyl Acids [PFAs] in their roles as Aviation Rescue Fire Fighters. As you are undoubtedly aware 
being a member of the Government’s Ministry, Firefighters in the defence forces as well as our members 
and Firefighters in the various urban brigades around Australia were all exposed using AFFF foam. 
 
We know from a study done on our members by the University of Queensland that our members have 
[150 tested in the study] and would have [those not tested but similarly exposed to the 150 in the study] 
levels much higher than those found in the general community. You would also most likely be aware of 
the growing evidence in regard to the adverse effects of PFAs on humans exposed to them. 
 
Monitoring as part of three yearly medical assessments 
 
The UFU has sought to have Airservices Australia include monitoring of the levels of PFAs in the bodies of our 
members but without success. Our Enterprise Agreement provides as follows: 
 

(a) We both recognise and agree to the introduction of regular medical monitoring. Medical monitoring 
will be conducted on three (3) yearly intervals and will be based on the CASA Class 2 Medical 
Examination (subject to alteration by agreement) and will include blood pressure and cholesterol 
tests.  

 
(b) Medical information is to be treated in strictest confidentiality and individual medical conditions will 

not be advised to ARFF. The DAME will advise the Fire Station Manager in terms of "fit for duty" or 
"unfit for duty" only.  

 
(c) During the life of this Agreement we both will examine appropriate medical blood testing for 

firefighting personnel. 
 

 
 The UFU supports the medical monitoring mentioned above and reasonably believed that in the face of all of 
the emerging scientific evidence on the actual and potential effects on humans Airservices would have 

Box 8 TLC Building 
16 Peel Street 
South Brisbane Qld 4101 
 Ph: 07 3846 5580/Fax: 07 3844 8026 
Email: ufuavat1@bigpond.com.au 
www.ufuavat.asn.au 

ABN 96 533 521 914 
 
 
 
 
 

 

mailto:darren.chester.mp@aph.gov.au
mailto:ufuavat1@bigpond.com.au
http://www.ufuavat.asn.au/
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supported the inclusion of monitoring of PFAAs in our members as part of the three yearly medical 
monitoring. 
 
Airservices has so far refused and we are therefore seeking your support Minister by requiring Airservices to 
introduce the monitoring of PFAAs in our members into the three yearly medical monitoring. Having exposed 
our members both present and past to these dangerous chemicals the Union sees it as incumbent on 
Airservices to provide the monitoring as part of its duty of care to our members, their employees. The 
monitoring should also be extended to Emergency Vehicle Technicians who were exposed when working on 
fire appliances. 
 
 Our request goes to PFC Blood testing regularly in line with the operational medicals (3 yearly medical) to 
validate that PFC levels are dropping and includes testing for: 

 Perfluorobutane sulfonate PFBS  

 Perfluorohexane sulfonate PFHxS 

 Perfluorohexanoic acid PFHxA 

 Perfluorooctanoic acid PFOA  

 Perfluorooctane sulfonate PFOS  

 Perfluorononanoic acid PFNA  

 Perfluorodecanoic acid PFDA  

 8+2 Fluorotelomer alcohol 8:2 FTOH 
 

Reasons:  
The reasons for our request are that voluntary blood screening of ARFF staff in 2013 showed serum levels of 
PFOS were approximately six to 10 times higher than those found in the general population in Australia. The 
serum levels of other PFCs like PFHxS in firefighters were approximately 10 to 15 times higher compared to 
the general population levels in Australia. This testing was 10-11 years after the use of 3M AFFF product was 
discontinued and 3 years after the Ansulite AFFF product was discontinued. Given the known half-lives of 
these chemicals, this is very alarming and the UFU would like to know why levels are still so high? Without 
ongoing testing there is no trend marker to show that PFC levels are falling consistent with only 
environmental background exposure. Airservices still maintains and uses legacy training grounds and 
equipment known to be highly contaminated with PFC’s. Testing conducted at Rockhampton and Launceston 
prove this. 
 
 
Regular monitoring and testing for the following conditions. 
The UFU would like all members past and present including EVT’s to be regularly screened for the following 
conditions: 
 

1. High Cholesterol 
 

2. Kidney Cancer 
 

3. Testicular Cancer 
 

4. Thyroid Disease 
 

5. Pregnancy-Induced Hypertension/Preeclampsia 
 

6. Ulcerative Colitis  
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Reasons:  
Our reasons for this testing are that these 6 conditions have been linked to high PFC exposure as a probable 
cause. Early diagnoses and intervention is known to save lives. Airservices owes it to their staff past and 
present to prevent premature death because of the contamination of our members through exposures 
caused by their employer. 
 
Establishment of database survey for Firefighters 
In Australia, there are very accurate databases available to track cause of death and cancer. Such as the 
National Death Index (NDI) which contains cause of death information from 1/1/1980. The Australian Cancer 
Database (ACD) which lists all cancers and has been a mandatory registration process since 1/1/1982. The 
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) administer these databases. 
 
AIHW also conducts database studies that prove or disprove cancer prevalence in a study group such as the 
ARFF Firefighters and EVT’s. 
 
Reasons: This kind of database survey should provide sufficient information to inform whether a database 
linkage study to investigate the cancer and mortality outcomes for ARFF firefighters is possible. It will either 
validate the assumption that contamination has caused premature death or increased risk of cancer. Or allow 
our members the peace of mind of knowing that it is not a significant health issue. 
 
Establish the effect of ARFF training grounds on persons living in the vicinity of the training grounds 
 
Enquiry into whether ARFF training grounds are impacting on persons living downstream of the water table as 
per Oakey and Fiskville, especially at the old Tullamarine Training Ground. 
 
Reason: Health and safety of persons living in the area potentially contaminated by run off, windblown PFC 
dusts and ground water contamination. 
We thank you in anticipation of your assistance with these matters. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Henry Lawrence 
Branch Secretary United Firefighters’ Union of Australia Aviation Branch 

 
6. EA SURVEY 
The closing date for our EA Survey has been extended a further week until close of business on Friday December 
9th. If you haven’t or know of any of your colleagues who haven’t completed the survey please do it now and 
encourage others to do the same. Your input is wanted and is vital to the formulation of our log of claims for 
the forthcoming EA negotiations. We have a good number of responses so far but we need more.  
 
7. ELECTION OF HSRS 
Despite the WHS legislation being in force since 2011 Airservices still seems confused about the processes for 
the election of Health and Safety Representatives [HSRs]. Because a member phoned for clarification on the 
process we have published an abbreviated version but with the essential elements which should clarify for 
members what is the correct position on the election of HSRs and the role of the PCBU in the process.  
 
The WHS Act allows for workers within a business to be grouped into work groups for the purpose of electing a 
member of the workgroup to represent them as their Health and Safety Representative [HSR]. 
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The number of work groups and the workers who form part of the workgroup must be determined by 
negotiation and agreement between the Person Conducting the Business Undertaking [PCBU] and the workers. 
 
Following is the correct process for electing a HSR: 
 
How is a HSR elected? 
 
Step 1 – Request a HSR 
 
Any worker in the work group can ask a PCBU to facilitate elections for one or more HSRs. 
 
Step 2 – A PCBU must commence negotiations for work groups within 14 days of receiving a request. 
 
Because HSRs represent work groups, workgroups must be determined before HSRs can be elected. 
 
A PCBU must commence negotiations with workers in a work group within 14 days of receiving a request from 
a worker for elections for HSRs. 
 
Workers can require that their Union be involved in the negotiations for work groups and if such a request is 
made the employer must comply and include the Union in the negotiations. 
 
If negotiations on workgroups fail, including the failure of the PCBU to commence negotiations within 14 days, 
a party to the negotiations can request that a Comcare Inspector be called in to determined there workgroups. 
 
Step 3 – workers must be notified 
 
As soon as practicable after negotiations are completed the PCBU must advise the outcome of the negotiations 
and the work groups determined. 
 
Step 4 – election of HSRs 
 
The workers in the work group determine the process for the election of HSRs. 
 
The PCBU must provide resources, facilities and assistance reasonable necessary for the conduct of the election. 
The election can be conducted by the work group or, by majority agreement within the work group, other 
assistance e.g. your Union. 
 
Each work group member is entitled to vote in the election however if the number of candidates equals the 
numbers of vacancies each candidate is taken to be elected without an election. 
 
Step 5 – work group to be notified of election outcome. 
 
As soon as practicable after the election the person who conducted the election must advise the members of the 
work group and the PCBU the outcome of the election. 
 
Who can be a HSR? 
 
Any worker who is a member of the work group is eligible to be elected as a HSR 
 
How long is the term of a HSR? 
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A HSR will hold office for 3 years unless during that period he or she: 
 

 Resigns the position 

 Leaves the work group 

 Is disqualified from being a HSR, or 

 Is removed from the position by a majority decision of the work group. 
 
Note that it is not the prerogative of the PBCU to determine work groups, candidates for election as HSR, the 
process for an election or actually conduct an election. 
 
For further information on the role and powers of a HSR and more go the following link: 
 
http://www.comcare.gov.au/preventing/governance/health_and_safety_representatives_hsrs 
 
If you would like a copy of the Comcare HSR Handbook go to the following link; 
 
http://www.comcare.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/40950/WHS_004_04412_Nov16_v1.pdf 
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